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SPECIALISTS IN GLASS
AND WINDOW
CARRYING SOLUTIONS

VAN RACKING SYSTEMS
A-FRAMES
GLASS TRUCKS
LOW LOADERS
GLASS CARRYING HIRE VEHICLES

EXPERIENCED. SKILLED.
PROFESSIONAL.
Supertrucks is the place to go for whole vehicle glass and
window carrying systems, van conversions and much more.
Professional, experienced and skilled - it’s what we do best.
We invented the glass carrying rack - literally - and named it the frail, after the
characteristic of the material it was designed to carry safely. You’ll still hear glass
carrying racks called frails to this day.
Based in St Helens, at the heart of the glass industry, we serve both the UK and export
markets. We work with high-profile blue chip companies and sole traders alike, with
exactly the same high standards of products and service.

GLASS VAN RACKS

Do you already have a panel van
and just need to convert it into a
glass and window carrying vehicle?
We specialise in providing glass racks for vans that are tailored to
meet our customers’ needs. Over the years, we’ve manufactured and
installed literally hundreds-upon-thousands of van racking systems
right across the UK, USA, Europe and Canada.
From the smallest car-derived glass van to 45ft glass truck trailers, our nationwide and
European team of experts can produce and install bespoke glass racks for all vehicle
makes and models.
We can even collect, fit, and return your vehicle and install over the weekend. And
should you need a van while we carry out your conversion, we have a fully converted
vehicle ready to go.
From load-securing pole to quick-release multi-strap systems, all of our glass racks are
manufactured to the highest standards. Tested at Millbrook, our glass rack conversions
come with a pedigree no other supplier can match, including VCA approval, if needed.

GLASS VAN RACKS

Unlike other suppliers, you’ll also find in most
instances that we won’t drill the side of your
vehicle to install our glass racks.
Our design team use the latest 3D and 2D software to
produce drawings for every vehicle. In turn, this enables us
to use CNC technology to manufacture the conversion and
guarantee accuracy and consistency.
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BESPOKE 				COMPLIANT
ENGINEERING
SYSTEMS
Everything we manufacture is bespoke, so
when you come to us, you’ll know that your
conversion has been CAD-designed to
perfectly fit your vehicle.
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All of our conversions are carried
out with safety in mind and adhere to the
latest industry regulations, including side
lighting regulations.
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QUALITY 			
MANUFACTURING

NO LEASE HIRE
PENALTIES

We use the highest grade aluminium
and rubber purpose-made sections and
components to produce our glass racks,
providing you with a reliable and robust
solution that’s made to last.

Because, in most instances, we don’t drill the
sides of vehicles to fit our glass carriers, you
don’t have to worry about damage, which
means you won’t get penalised if your van’s
leased or rented.
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MINIMUM DISRUPTION

PEACE OF MIND

It’s important to us that you don’t have to stop
working just because your vehicle’s being
converted. That’s why you’ll find we’ll collect
your van on Friday and return it to you, fully
converted, on Monday! We have a network of
experts nationally and across Europe who can
fulfil your requirements.

At Millbrook test facility our racking systems
are tested for pavé, truck slopes (20-25%),
special surfaces, potholes, high speed
braking and reversing. Based on these tests
we are proud to offer a four-year warranty as
standard.

BESPOKE
GLASS
VAN
RACKING
RACKS SOLUTIONS

From a standard rack to a bespoke
glass and window racking solution to
suit you and your vehicle
Are you looking for a commercial glass rack that meets your specific
requirements? Something of the highest quality that provides you with
exactly what you need? Then you’ve come to the right place.
We specialise in creating and installing bespoke glass racks for vans of all makes and
models – inside and outside your vehicle.

GLASS VAN RACKS
Glass racks are constructed from patented mill finish
aluminium extrusions and rubber profiles. As standard
they include system 1 load securing poles, removable
front, rear safety markers and wheel access panel.

BUDGET VAN RACKS
Budget racks are constructed from a patented mill
finish aluminium extrusions and rubber profiles. As
standard they include removable front and rear safety
markers and wheel access panel.

DETACHABLE VAN GLASS RACKS
A detachable conversion gives you the option of removing the side rack when it
is not needed, or sharing it between multiple vehicles.

TELESCOPIC EXTENSION
The telescopic extension gives you the ability to extend the rack upwards if you need to carry
large sheets of glass or you have an overall height restriction.

VAN ROOF RACKS
Roof racks are constructed from patented mill finish
aluminium, with a front radius wind deflector, slim line
upstands to the sides and 500mm nylon high impact
roller to the rear.

INTERIOR GLASS TRANSPORT
VAN CONVERSION
Interior racks are constructed from lightweight
aluminium, faced with felt, with a shelf to the rear and a
non-slip body overlay to the load area.

VAN LADDER RACKS
We have two options of rear door ladder as well as an
integrated ladder built into the rear of the rack.

FEATURES AND OPTIONS

In addition to our bespoke racking solutions
we have a comprehensive selection of features
and options available to you
INTERIOR
OPTIONS

RACK
OPTIONS

ROOF RACK
OPTIONS

• Turn lock pole system

• Pack stop

• Central walkway

• Ply lining

• Ledge options - folding

• Ladder rollers - single

• Multiple shelves

• Anodised finish

• Rear roof rack access ladder

• Load lock and strap

• Strap system

• Trim carrier

• Modular storage solutions

• Graphics options

• Board storage behind
the rack

• Ledge options - fixed

• Extended over the cab
(restrictions apply)

• Detachable

• Mill finish

• Side door cupboard
behind the rack

• Mill finish

• Roof rack configuration

• Rubber inserts

• Anodised finish

• Integrated rear roof rack
access ladder

• Powder coated

• Telescopic

• Ladder rollers - twin

• Carpet overlay to floor
• Rubber overlay to floor

• Pole securing option 1
• Pole securing option 2
• Type approval
• Powder coated

You can view all the available options and features
on our website www.supertrucks-uk.com.

• Standalone roof rack

MULTI-PURPOSE VAN RACKS

Launching Supertrucks

Brand New

Multi-Purpose Van Rack!

!

NEW

Carries windows, glass, d
 oors, bi-folds,
garage doors, o
 rangeries and more.

The window industry as changed massively over the last couple of years.
There isa lot more architectural work, with bi-folds now becoming more affordable and p
 opular, along
with orangeries. The upshot of this is that products are getting biggerand heavier to transport. Our
solution was to design a new Multi-Purpose Rack.
Our Multi-Purpose Rack is already proving to be a big success within the glass, w
 indow and door
industry, becoming a crucial tool to the day to day running of businesses. The exterior rack is
constructed from lightweight purpose-made aluminium, and includes the following features:

150MM TO 225MM
FOLDING LEDGE
CARRYING CAPACITY

GREY RUBBER TO
STOP MARKING

NEW FRONT RADIUS
FRONT AND
REAR PILLARS

STRAP SECURING
SYSTEM

FITTED WITHOUT
DRILLING THE V
 EHICLE
SIDEWALL

SECOND STAGE
TRIM CARRIER

ONE STOP SHOP

An end-to-end service with
our One Stop Shop
Such is our level of expertise, that we can provide you with a fully
converted, fully liveried vehicle (so you can really get your business
noticed by getting your brand out there) delivered to your door. In
some circumstances, we can even get it at a cheaper price than most
dealers too.
Call us on 01744 25348 or email enquiries@supertrucks-uk.com. to find
out more

YOUR
COMPANY

You can find out more about our full range of products and services
on our website www.supertrucks-uk.com.
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SUPERTRUCKS LIMITED
BEAUFORT STREET
ST HELENS
MERSEYSIDE
WA9 3BQ
Tel: +44(0)1744 25348
Email: sales@supertrucks-uk.com
Web: www.supertrucks-uk.com

